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This book investigates some of the learning processes of
students of French and German as they begin language
learning at an advanced level, a stage which is
frequently problematic. By looking at the learning
strategies employed by both successful and less
successful language students, the author elucidates
some of the key cognitive and affective processes which
facilitate advanced level language learning. The
implications of this for the classroom are discussed in
detail, leading to practical recommendations for learning
and teaching strategies. A central theme is the need to
teach explicitly the proficient use of learning strategies,
and suggestions are made as to how this may be
achieved in the language classroom.
The papers in this volume represent varied views on the
role of context in language learning.
Identity and Language Learning draws on a longitudinal
case study of immigrant women in Canada to develop
new ideas about identity, investment, and imagined
communities in the field of language learning and
teaching. Bonny Norton demonstrates that a
poststructuralist conception of identity as multiple, a site
of struggle, and subject to change across time and place
is highly productive for understanding language learning.
Her sociological construct of investment is an important
complement to psychological theories of motivation. The
implications for teaching and teacher education are
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profound. Now including a new, comprehensive
Introduction as well as an Afterword by Claire Kramsch,
this second edition addresses the following central
questions: Under what conditions do language learners
speak, listen, read and write? How are relations of power
implicated in the negotiation of identity? How can
teachers address the investments and imagined
identities of learners? The book integrates research,
theory, and classroom practice, and is essential reading
for students, teachers and researchers in the fields of
language learning and teaching, TESOL, applied
linguistics and literacy.
Explores a new approach to studying language as a
complex adaptive system, illustrating its commonalities
across many areas of language research Brings together
a team of leading researchers in linguistics, psychology,
and complex systems to discuss the groundbreaking
significance of this perspective for their work Illustrates
its application across a variety of subfields, including
languages usage, language evolution, language
structure, and first and second language acquisition
"What a breath of fresh air! As interesting a collection of
papers as you are likely to find on the evolution, learning,
and use of language from the point of view of both
cognitive underpinnings and communicative functions."
Michael Tomasello, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology
By reconceptualizing successful communication in a
foreign language as an enjoyable and uplifting
experience, this volume moves beyond a focus on
grammatical accuracy and fluency to foreground the
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ways in which foreign language learners can be
encouraged to build on previous achievements and
communicative successes in the target language and so
develop confidence, commitment and cross-cultural
relational ability. Building on Mugford's previous volume,
Addressing Difficult Situations in Foreign-Language
Learning (2019), this text draws on grounded qualitative
data collected through questionnaires, semi-structured
interviews and conversations with Spanish-speaking
learners of English, to illustrate how learners'
experiences and insights can be used to inform a
productive pedagogy centred around language users'
communicative objectives and interactional successes.
Chapters highlight bilingual speakers' conscious
language use, practices and choices in the target
language and the reasons and implications for such
deliberate communicative practices and relational
behaviour. In doing so, Mugford is able to outline a
critical relational pedagogy designed to better equip
language learners with the confidence and pragmatic
resources they require to engage in positive crosscultural relational work. As a valuable, student-centred
contribution to teaching and learning of modern foreign
languages, this volume will be key reading for
researchers, scholars and educators with an interest in
language education, TESOL, World Language teaching
and Applied Linguistics.
Offering a timely snapshot of current theory and research
in the field of psychology in foreign language learning,
this book is accessible to both specialists and nonspecialists. Each chapter focuses on a different
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psychological construct and provides an overview of
current thinking in the area drawing on insights from
educational psychology.
A general theory of second language learning - Knowing
a language - Knowing how to use a language Structures and functions - Measuring knowledge of a
second language - The psycholinguistic basis - Ability
and personality - The linguistic basic - The social context
- Attitudes and motivation - Opportunities for second
language learning - Formal instruction - Testing the
model - The form of a general theory.

This landmark volume offers a collection of
conceptual papers and data-based research studies
that investigate the dynamics of language learning
motivation from a complex dynamic systems
perspective. The chapters seek to answer the
question of how we can understand motivation if we
perceive it as a continuously changing and evolving
entity rather than a fixed learner trait.
Translation can help improve foreign language
teaching and learning - this study shows how. In an
increasingly globalised world and in an increasingly
multilingual Europe, translation plays an important
role. Significant signs of a new revival of translation
in language teaching have become visible, as shown
by recent literature on applied linguistics. This book
contributes to this movement, embracing both a
theoretical and an empirical purpose by integrating
viewpoints from Applied Linguistics, Translation
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Studies and Second Language Acquisition. In an
attempt to show how the use of translation in foreign
language classes can help enhance and further
improve reading, writing, speaking and listening
skills, this work calls for a re-evaluation and a
rehabilitation of the translation activities in the
foreign language classes.
Teacher Language Awareness (TLA) is an area of
increasing interest to those involved in language
teacher education. This book provides an
introduction to the nature of TLA, assesses its
impact upon teaching and its potential impact on
learning. The book focuses specifically on grammar.
It aims to encourage teachers and others involved in
language education to think more deeply about the
importance of TLA ad to adopt a more principled
approach to the planning of those parts of their
programmes assosciated with it.
Divided into six parts that are devoted to a different
aspect of the study of SLA, this title contains
chapters on universal grammar, emergentism,
variationism, information-processing, sociocultural,
and cognitive-linguistic.
This volume gives language teachers, software
designers, and researchers who wish to use
technology in second or foreign language education
the information they need to absorb what has been
achieved so far and to make sense of it. It is
designed to enable the kind of critical reading of a
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substantial literature that leads to a balanced and
detailed knowledge of the field. Chapter by chapter,
the book builds, through description, analysis,
examples, and discussion, a detailed picture of
modern CALL. In this book, the label “CALL” is
interpreted broadly to include technology-enhanced
language learning, Web-enhanced language
learning, and information and communication
technologies for language learning. The work is
distinguished by its attention to a range of languages
rather than just English. The authors first set the
scene and introduce major areas of interest and
growth in CALL, and then look in depth at seven
important dimensions: design, evaluation, computermediated communication, theory, research, practice,
and technology. Chapters on each of these topics
include a description that reviews the recent
literature, identifies themes, and presents
representative projects that illustrate the dimension,
followed by a discussion that provides in-depth
analysis, and a conclusion offering suggestions for
further work. Detailed references and links connect
the description and discussion with original works
and primary sources so the reader can follow up
easily on areas of personal interest. Two concluding
chapters discuss how the various dimensions might
be brought together, the first from a practical point of
view, the second with a view to the development of
CALL as a whole.
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This thoroughly revised and updated edition of
Teaching Language Arts to English Language
Learners provides readers with the comprehensive
understanding of both the challenges that face ELLs
and ways in which educators might address them in
the language arts classroom. The authors offer
proven techniques that teachers can readily use to
teach reading, writing, grammar, and vocabulary as
well as speaking, listening, and viewing skills. A
complete section is also devoted to ways teachers
can integrate all five strands of the language arts
curriculum into a comprehensive unit of study with
meaningful accommodations for ELLs. An annotated
list of web and print resources completes the
volume, making this a valuable reference for
language arts teachers to meet the challenges of
including all learners in effective instruction. New
features to this edition include: An updated and
streamlined Part 1, which provides an essential
overview of ELL theory in a language arts specific
context. Additional practical examples of language
arts exercises, all of which are closely aligned with
the Common Core State Standards. New
pedagogical elements in Part 3, including tips on
harnessing new technologies, discussion questions
and reflection points. Updates to the web and print
resources in Part 4
This book brings together linguistic, psycholinguistic
and educational perspectives on the phenomenon of
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cognate vocabulary across languages. It discusses
extensive qualitative and quantitative data on PolishEnglish cognates and their use by learners/users of
English to show the importance of cognates in
language acquisition and learning.
This book takes as its starting point the assumption that
interpersonal communication is a crucial aspect of
successful language learning. Following an examination
of different communicative models, the authors focus on
traditional face-to-face (F2F) interactions, before going
on to compare these with the forms of computermediated communication (CMC) enabled by recent
developments in educational technology. They also
address the question of individual differences,
particularly learners' preferred participation styles, and
explore how F2F and CMC formats might impact
learners differently. This book will be of interest to
students and scholars of computer-mediated
communication (CMC), computer-assisted language
learning (CALL), technology-enhanced language
learning (TELL), language acquisition and language
education more broadly.
Conditions for Second Language LearningIntroduction to
a General TheoryOxford University Press, USA
Robert Blake, now with Gabriel Guillen, updates his
successful book (1st ed. 2008, 2nd ed. 2013) on how to
teach foreign languages using technology. Brave New
Digital Classroom touches on all of the key concepts and
challenges of teaching with technology of all kinds,
focusing on issues specific to FLL or L2 learning.
Originally referred to as computer-assisted language
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learning, CALL has come to encompass any kind of
learning that uses digital tools for language learning. This
book siginificantly updates and expands on the second
edition reframing the conversation to account for the
more integrated way technology is used in our lives.
Starting at the beginning, Blake and Guillen ask, can
technology help with L2? They then address the ways it
can help, how to choose the right digital tools, how to
use those tools effectively, finally expanding into a new
area to explain how technology can impact literacy and
identity. The book is primed for use in graduate courses.
Key terminology is bolded and a comprehensive glossary
is included. Each chapter finishes with a short list of
references to consult for further reading on the topic and
discussion questions. The authors will provide short
interview videos (free via GUP website) to enhance
discussions on the topics.
Becoming a Language Teacher, by respected author and
experienced language teacher Elaine K. Horwitz, gives
pre- and in-service teachers the skills they need to meet
the needs of all language learners in today's diverse
classrooms--while encouraging them to develop a
personal approach to language teaching. Using a warm,
supportive tone, the author clearly explains the
fundamental concepts of second language acquisition
and language teaching. A much-needed resource at a
time when it is critical for all mainstream teachers to
focus on language, this guide describes how to develop
language for academic needs as well as for
communication purpose and addresses the latest trends
in language teaching.
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This collection of essays results from the second national
conference of Computer Assisted Language Learning
(CALL) held at the University of Exeter. The theme of the
conference - program structure and principles in CALL is reflected in the contributions. They form a handbook
for the CALL enthusiast, a doing book, designed to assist
the researchers and to indicate avenues that can be
readily explored both in individual research and in the
elaboration of other people's programs. As the first four
chapters underline, future work in CALL must be based
on practical pedagogical principles as there is a
tremendous difference between devising programs that
should help people learn and the writing of programs that
take into account proven learning techniques and skills.
The fourth edition of this classic textbook has been
revised to reflect recent developments in language
teaching and learning yet retains the basic structure and
approach so popular with its readers. Teaching and
learning content has been updated, particularly taking
into account the rise of task-based learning,
Conversational Analysis and social models of second
language acquisition, changes in national syllabuses and
examinations and the increasing controversy over the
role of the native speaker target. Each chapter has been
revised to stand alone, enabling the text to be taught and
studied out of sequence if preferred. A set of focussing
questions has also been added to each and further
reading sections have been updated. In addition, icons
appear throughout the text signalling where extra
information - summaries, data, lecture notes, test
batteries and more - can be found on the author's
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accompanying website, www.routledge.com/cw/cook.
Second Language Learning and Language Teaching
remains the essential textbook for all student teachers of
modern languages and TESOL as well as applied
linguistics.
The present volume examines the relationship between
second language practice and what is known about the
process of second language acquisition, summarising
the current state of second language acquisition theory,
drawing general conclusions about its application to
methods and materials and describing what
characteristics effective materials should have. The
author concludes that a solution to language teaching
lies not so much in expensive equipment, exotic new
methods, or sophisticated language analysis, but rather
in the full utilisation of the most important resources native speakers of the language - in real communication.

English Language Teaching (ELT), especially
English as a Second Language (ESL) and English
as a Foreign Language (EFL), has been witnessing
unprecedented changes in curriculum, teaching
methodology, and the application of learning
theories. This has created a demand for teachers
who can teach English to learners of varied cultural,
socio-economic and psychological backgrounds. The
book, in its second edition, continues to discuss the
modern trends, innovations, as well as the difficulties
and challenges in teaching and learning ESL in a
non-native context. The book, with contributions from
many experts (each one specializing in a particular
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field) from countries such as UK, USA, Australia,
New Zealand, India, Nigeria, Sri Lanka, China, and
Japan, provides new methods, strategies and
application-oriented solutions to overcome the
problems in a practical way. The book deals with all
topics pertinent to English as a Second Language or
English for the non-native speakers, and these are
further reinforced by a large number of examples
and quotations from different sources. The new
edition comes along with thoroughly improvised
chapters on Narrative Inquiry for Teacher
Development (Chapter 13) and Mass Media,
Language Attitudes and Language Interaction
Phenomena (Chapter 23): to provide an insight on
the innovative approaches in Teacher training and in
classrooms, and new approaches and changing
language dimensions in the world of media, and in
general. What distinguishes the text is its focus on
modern innovations and use of technology in
ELT/CLT (Communicative Language Teaching).
Postgraduate Students of English, teachers, teachertrainees (B.Ed./M.A. Education/M.Ed.), and teachereducators who are concerned with teaching English
as a Second Language (ESL) should find this book
immensely helpful.a
How are two or more languages learned and
contained in the same mind or the same community?
This handbook presents an up-to-date view of the
concept of multi-competence, exploring the research
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questions it has generated and the methods that
have been used to investigate it. The book brings
together psychologists, sociolinguists, Second
Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers, and
language teachers from across the world to look at
how multi-competence relates to their own areas of
study. This comprehensive, state-of-the-art
exploration of multi-competence research and ideas
offers a powerful critique of the values and methods
of classical SLA research, and an exciting preview of
the future implications of multi-competence for
research and thinking about language. It is an
essential reference for all those concerned with
language learning, language use and language
teaching.
An understanding of sociocultural context is crucial
in second language learning - yet developing this
awareness often poses a real challenge to the
typical language learner. This book is a language
teachers' guide that focuses on how to teach socially
and culturally preferred language for effective
intercultural communication. Moving beyond a purely
theoretical approach to pragmatics, the volume
offers practical advice to teachers, with hands-on
classroom tasks included in every chapter. Readers
will be able to: - Understand the link between
language use, linguacultural diversity, and
multilingual identity - Identify possible causes of
learner errors and choices in intercultural
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communication - Understand applied linguistics
theories that support culturally sensitive classroom
practices - Develop a pragmatics-focused
instructional component, classroom-based
assessments, and curricula - Help learners to
become more strategic about their learning and
performance of speech acts - Incorporate technology
into their approach to teaching pragmatics This book
aims to close the gap between what research in
pragmatics has found and how language is generally
taught today. It will be of interest to all language
teachers, graduate students in language teaching
and linguistics, teacher educators, and developers of
materials for teaching language.
The sociopolitical dimensions of English language
teaching are central to the English language
professional. These dimensions include language
policies, cultural expectations, and the societal roles
of languages. This book aims to present these
issues to practicing and aspiring teachers in order to
raise awareness of the sociopolitical nature of
English language teaching.
This book deals with the phenomenon of third
language (L3) acquisition. As a research field, L3
acquisition is established as a branch of
multilingualism that is concerned with how
multilinguals learn additional languages and the role
that their multilingual background plays in the
process of language learning. The volume points out
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some current directions in this particular research
area with a number of studies that reveal the
complexity of multilingual language learning and its
typical variation and dynamics. The eight studies
gathered in the book represent a wide range of
theoretical positions and offer empirical evidence
from learners belonging to different age groups, and
with varying levels of proficiency in the target
language, as well as in other non-native languages
belonging to the learner’s repertoire. Diverse
linguistic phenomena and language combinations
are viewed from a perspective where all previously
acquired languages have a potential role to play in
the process of learning a new language. In the six
empirical studies, contexts of language learning in
school or at university level constitute the main outlet
for data collection. These studies involve several
language backgrounds and language combinations
and focus on various linguistic features. The specific
target languages in the empirical studies are English,
French and Italian. The volume also includes two
theoretical chapters. The first one conceptualizes
and describes the different types of multilingual
language learning investigated in the volume: i) third
or additional language learning by learners who are
bilinguals from an early age, and ii) third or additional
language learning by people who have previous
experience of one or more non-native languages
learned after the critical period. In particular, issues
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related to the roles played by age and proficiency in
multilingual acquisition are discussed. The other
theoretical chapter conceptualizes the grammatical
category of aspect, reviewing previous studies on
second and third language acquisition of aspect.
Different models for L3 learning and their relevance
and implications for representations of aspect and
for potential differences in the processing of second
and third language acquisition are also examined in
this chapter. As a whole, the book presents current
research into third or additional language learning by
young learners or adults, considering some of the
most important factors for the complex process of
multilingual language learning: the age of onset of
the additional language and that of previously
acquired languages, social and affective factors,
instruction, language proficiency and literacy, the
typology of the background languages and the role
they play in shaping syntax, lexicon, and other
components of a L3. The idea for this book
emanates from the symposium Multilingualism,
language proficiency and age, organized by Camilla
Bardel and Laura Sánchez at Stockholm University,
Department of Language Education, in December
2016.
The insights, techniques and skills needed to
understand why some adult students have difficulties
with learning a second language are presented in
this book. The author?s premise is that what appears
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on the surface is often not the real source of the
learner?s difficulty. A correct diagnosis of the cause
of the problem is important if intervention is to prove
effective. The book presents a large number of
theories and models of learning, and covers areas
including: learning styles and personality
dispositions; student motivation, self-efficacy and
anxiety; and how to interview students.
Master's Thesis from the year 2011 in the subject
English - Pedagogy, Didactics, Literature Studies,
grade: 10,00, course: Ensenanza de ingles como
lengua extranjera. English as a Second Language.,
language: English, comment: Esta tesis de master
recibio el premio extraordinario de proyecto de fin de
master de la promocion 2010-2011. Trabajo basado
en la experiencia de una profesora de ingles como
lengua extranjera con 10 anos de experiencia.,
abstract: Speaking in a second or foreign language
has often been viewed as the most demanding of the
four skills. When attempting to speak, learners must
master their thoughts and encode them in the
vocabulary and syntactic structures and functions of
the target language for a communicative purpose.
This desire for speaking stems from the desire for
communicating with the members of another
community. Because, what is language but
communication? Communication is what has allowed
man to evolve and develop. It is at the heart of any
relationship and forms the basis of human
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civilization. Oral communication and conversation is
the rock on which personal relationships are built. It
is such a common part of our everyday lives that we
take it for granted. From a casual conversation with
a stranger at a bus stop to an intimate conversation
with some friends, it would be impossible for us to go
about our daily lives without being able to
communicate with others. It is not only on a personal
level that oral communication is important. When we
watch TV, listen to the radio, listen to a lecture at
university, we are participating in an oral
communication act and certainly, when we listen to a
personal, short story or an anecdote. In this study,
we will look at the different factors involved in
accomplishing a specific task like storytelling by
setting the differences between an oral and a written
story. We will also look at the intentionality of the
communicative situation, at the strategies used to
overcome any deficiency in langua
The most enjoyable way to learn about an unfamiliar
culture is through its stories—especially when they're
told in two languages! Korean Stories for Language
Learners introduces 42 traditional Korean folktales
with bilingual Korean and English versions,
presented on facing pages, together with detailed
notes and exercises aimed at beginning learners of
the language. The book can be used as a reader in
first- and second-year Korean language courses or
by anyone who wishes to learn about Korean
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folktales and traditional Korean culture. This
elegantly illustrated volume is designed to help
language learners expand their vocabulary and to
develop a basic familiarity with Korean culture. The
stories gradually increase in length and complexity
throughout the book as the reader improves their
vocabulary and understanding of the language. After
the first few stories, the reader is asked to use the
vocabulary in speaking and writing exercises. By
reading these classic stories, they also are given a
window into Korean culture and learn to appreciate
the uniqueness of the country—which provides
greater motivation to continue learning the difficult
language. Cultural notes and discussion questions
further reinforce one's understanding of the stories,
and bolster one's language skills. Korean-English
and English-Korean glossaries are included as well
as an overview of the Korean Hangeul script. Audio
recordings by native speakers help readers improve
their pronunciation and inflection.
Tasks in Second Language Learning aims to recentre discussion of the ways in which language
learning tasks can help offer a holistic approach to
language learning, and to explore the research
implications. It relates the broad educational and
social science rationale for the use of tasks to the
principles and practices of their classroom use. The
authors provide a balanced review of research as a
basis for exploring a broader research agenda.
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Throughout, the book offers telling illustration of the
contributions of a range of specialists in research,
teaching methodology and materials development,
and of the authors' own argument.
Understanding what constitutes expertise in
language learning and teaching is important for
theoretical reasons related to psycholinguistic, and
applied linguistic, enquiry. It also has many
significant applications in practice, particularly in
relation to the training and practice of language
teachers and improvements in students' strategies of
learning. In this volume, methodologies for
establishing what constitutes expert practice are
discussed and the contributions address the fields of
listening, reading, writing, speaking and
communication strategies, looking at common
characteristics of the 'expert teacher' and the 'expert
learner'.
The volume constitutes an attempt to capture the
intricate relationship between individual learner
differences and other variables which are of interest
to theorists, researchers and practitioners
representing such diverse branches of applied
linguistics as psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics,
pragmatics or language teaching methodology. It
brings together contributions by Polish and
international authors, including leading experts in the
field, touching upon changing perspectives on
individual variation, cognitive, affective and social
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variables, learning deficits as well as their impact on
learning and teaching. It offers a multifaceted
perspective on these problems and shows how
theory and research can be translated into
classroom practice.
This edited volume brings together large-scale
research as well as case studies from a range of
geographical contexts and represents a variety of
educational settings involving second language
learners and users. Its aim is to explore the
interrelated issues of psychology and technology use
in second language learning settings as well as in
more autonomous environments. As language
learning professionals continue to devote more time
and attention to making various technological tools
an integral part of the classroom, it is just as
important to understand the influences that these
tools have on the psychological state of the learners
who use them. In consideration of this objective, the
volume examines factors such as learner attitudes
and motivation, emotion and behaviour, and the
cognitive processes that are at play in the minds of
the language users. This volume will be of interest
not only to language teachers but also to
researchers working in second language acquisition
(SLA), applied linguistics, and educational
psychology.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
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